
A British Beer Renaissance
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The British beer scene is currently going through a period of rebirth. Microbreweries and craft
beer bars are popping up all over the country, brewers are breaking away from traditional
English ales and experimenting with new styles, and drinkers are becoming more
knowledgeable about beer and the craft behind it. With the industry making tremendous growths
each year, it will be interesting to see where the market for craft beer heads in the coming years

Defining craft beer
As craft beer grows in popularity in the UK, there is still a lot of uncertainty about how to actually
define this term and debate about whether a definition is even necessary.

In the US, where craft beer has an established presence, there is an official definition given by
the US Brewers Association. According to BrewDog, the successful Scottish craft brewery, this
definition regarding size, ownership, and tradition is what has really allowed craft beer to grow
and flourish in the States.

"[The definition] has its flaws and people can dig up a few exceptions or perhaps controversial
omissions. However, it has undeniably served its purpose in that it has enabled craft beer to
explode, that it has given new consumers a point of reference and enabled retailers to structure
their offerings in order to promote great craft beer," explain the founders of BrewDog, James
Watt and Martin Dickie.

But not everyone agrees that a definition of this sort needs to be established in the UK. Melissa
Cole, a beer expert and writer, believes that a definition similar to the one that exists in the US
would actually be detrimental to the UK brewing scene. She argues that the US needed a
definition like this because before craft beer there was nothing but "bland, big brand lager
available", while the UK has a history and tradition of smaller, independent breweries.

Recently larger breweries like Fuller's have started to cash in on the craft beer trend by
producing different styles of beer and slapping the word craft on the label. But can it really be
called craft if a large, mainstream brewery produces it? A lot of people in the industry don't think
so.

Edwin Frost of London Fields Brewery in Hackney says, "If someone asks me what's craft lager,
the only thing I can give them is that it's not mass produced."

Jeff Evans, professional beer writer, has similar feelings. When asked to define craft beer, he
answered, "I'd say a beer that was made for flavour, to please the customer rather than the
accountant; a beer that is brewed with care and thoughtfulness rather than just turned out at the
press of a button."

http://www.brewdog.com/
http://www.letmetellyouaboutbeer.co.uk/
http://www.letmetellyouaboutbeer.co.uk/
http://www.londonfieldsbrewery.co.uk/
http://www.insidebeer.com/


The craft beer explosion
The UK has a long history of brewing and until the mid-twentieth century the country was rife
with small breweries, most making cask ale. During the First World War heavy restrictions and
high taxes were placed on the brewing industry, which almost completely destroyed small
breweries. Tastes also began to change and by 1970, 90 percent of British pubs were only
selling keg beers. Around this time lager reached its peak popularity with big name brands like
Heineken and Stella Artois becoming de rigueur.

This changed in 2002 when Gordon Brown introduced the Progressive Beer Duty, which
provides large tax breaks for small breweries. According to the Society of Independent Brewers,
the number of brewers in the UK has more than tripled since the tax breaks were introduced.

While SIBA isn't representative of all craft or independent breweries in the UK, the numbers are
indicative of the growth the entire industry has seen since the introduction of the beer duty
fourteen years ago.

A decrease in taxes, though, isn't the only reason these craft breweries have started producing
more beer: it is also in response to the growing demand. As the number of people who have
learned about craft beer in the UK has grown, so have the number of places selling craft beer.

"[The growth] has been aided by the number of pubs and bars now selling a wider, often more
adventurous selection of beers, by the growth in the number of speciality beer shops and the
arrival of speciality beer bars," says beer expert Jeff Evans.

While at first most of the small breweries were following in the English tradition of real ale, there
has recently been a switch toward more international styles with a focus on creativity and
innovation. Brewers are coming up with interesting flavour combinations, taking notes from
distillers and winemakers, and creating limited release styles, all of which generate buzz within
the beer community.

This buzz, and the hip factor that goes along with it, are also explanations for the rise in craft
beer popularity, explains London Fields Brewery's Edwin Frost. "For a lot of people that's why
they go for these kind of beers. Because you can't get them everywhere."

The future of craft beer
As the craft beer market becomes more and more saturated, one could easily wonder if the
growth is sustainable. At this point, though, it doesn't look like people in the industry are really
worried.

Jeff Evans thinks interest in beer will continue to grow, but sees a push toward cask-conditioned
beer as the wave of the future for the UK industry.

http://www.siba.co.uk/


"I am sure that drinkers who have been drawn into the beer world by the excitement and the
colour surrounding such beers will find that cask-conditioned beer is a better option, in that it is
not only cheaper, but fresher, more subtle and more quaffable."

Craft beer is also starting to move more mainstream. Microbreweries are getting enquiries from
the large pub groups like Wetherspoon's, who have started selling craft beer on keg. Edwin
Frost sees this as a potential growth source for a lot of craft breweries in the UK.

"Craft beer is looked at as a growth market right now and that's when craft beer will go from
niche to kind of the mass market. I see a lot of microbreweries taking on these really big
accounts and having to expand to meet demand while still trying to keep their niche appeal," he
says.

Brewers are looking toward innovation, in both brewing techniques and business, as a way to
keep growing. Both BrewDog and London-basedFourpure are starting to sell some of their
beers in cans. While cans often have a negative connotation among beer drinkers, they are
actually better for the beer. Cans are also lighter and stackable making them more cost effective
than bottles.

Along with these things, craft beer continues to grow a loyal following because of the community
aspect. A good example of this is theBermondsey Beer Mile, a mile and a half craft beer crawl
under the railway arches between south Bermondsey and London Bridge. The six breweries in
this area- The Kernel, Partizan, Brew By Numbers, Fourpure, Bullfinch, and Anspach &
Hobsday- open their doors to the public on Saturday afternoons allowing customers to sample a
variety of beers in a convivial atmosphere.

Craft Beer Rising, an event held every February at Old Truman Brewery in London, aims "to
bring good, flavoursome, creative beers to the masses" in a fun way. This year over 60
breweries, from the UK and beyond, came to event to showcase their beers. Alongside them
were street food vendors and DJS. Events like these are becoming more commonplace as
appreciation for good beer, along with a curiosity for what is happening in the craft beer markets
of other countries, grows.

With new microbreweries opening around the country every month, and pubs dedicated to
selling craft beer from around the world popping up everywhere from Leeds and Bradford to
Falmouth and Brighton, it's apparent that an appreciation for this craft has swept across the
United Kingdom. Even with its popularity, craft beer in the UK is still in its infancy and it will be
exciting to see how it grows and changes in the coming years.
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